DEMO Mode for ASKO Ovens and Induction Cooktops

Elements Series

The demo mode is saved even in event of power cut. It is saved in EPROM

Activation
Set the display on standby

Press the \( \text{ } \) and \( \text{ } \) buttons simultaneously for 10 seconds till a sound signal sounds.

After turning on, “DEMO” appears in the right upper corner.

The demo mode is activated.

Craft Series

Connect to the power supply. Press key 6,7,8

Special modes have to be activated within 20 seconds after connecting the device to the power supply.
Pro Series 5

The demo mode is saved even in event of power cut. It is saved in EPROM

**Activation**
Within 10 seconds after connection.
Push the buttons 1, 2, 3, one after another in the following order
The demo mode is activated.

**Cancellation**
Within 10 seconds after connection.
Push the buttons 1, 2, 3, one after another in the following order
The demo mode is deactivated.

---

Pro Series 7

How to activate:
1. Within 20 seconds after connection.
2. Go to settings → Other
3. Press Key 2+1
iChef

Switch-on of “demo mode” must be executed in 2 minutes after the connection to electricity supply. It is carried out in the “settings” menu by touching and holding following buttons on the display simultaneously:

1. CHILD LOCK
2. UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF THE DISPLAY

After turning on demo mode, word “DEMO” appears in the left upper corner.

* Settings menu can be accessed by pressing daily time in the main menu

Step 1. - Touch and hold

Step 2. - Touch

Induction

Touch Control & Iris Slider Control.

For control without operating the zones.
Connection: 230V cable (1, 2 & 3 phase, 4 & 5 zero, earth).
Stays in DEMO mode also after power failure.

How to activate:
1. Within 2 minutes after connection.
2. Push Pause function and child-proof lock at the same time during 8 seconds.
3. 2 short beeps sounds and in the display appears during 1 sec “d” of DEMO.
4. The “d” is also appearing if you unlock the child-proof lock.